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FULLY AUTOMATED

ADVANCED DATA COLLECTION

VERSATILE
Device Link works on Chromebook, MacBook, Mac Pro, Mac Mini,
Mac Studio, and gaming consoles like the Xbox. Our automation
software recognizes both Intel processor types, T1 and T2, and the
new Apple M1 chip as well as any activation locks.

Connect Device Link and let it do the work. This groundbreaking
technology uses advanced image processing techniques for a
turnkey solution that automates the complete data deletion and
refurbishment of MacBooks, Chromebooks, and more.

Device Link collects and reports detailed data from refurbished and
deleted devices, including Apple M1 chips. This gives you better
refurbishment quality, streamlined operations, and increased
resale value.

PATENTED TECHNOLOGY*
Exclusive patented technology allows automation software to
capture video output directly from erasure target while USB
emulation replicates mouse and keyboard actions—no cameras, no
moving parts, and minimal operator interaction required. 

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 
121mm / 4.76in

Width: 
90.5mm / 3.56in

Height: 
45mm / 1.77in

Weight: 
2.2 lbs / 1kg

Go to ziperase.com for               compliant
erasure solutions for
MacBooks,Chromebooks, laptops,
desktops, servers,and loose drives

*U.S. Patent Number: US11711567B2
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Erase and Refurb 2x as Fast

Follows Mac Processes

All-in-One Solution

Easy to Use

R2v3 Compliant
Hardware Testing

Eliminate Risk

FOR CHROMEBOOKS FOR MACBOOKS

Device Link is your end-to-end solution for total data
security, refurbishment, reporting, and certification.
Designed to be your user-friendly, end-to-end
resource for safe and secure Chromebook deletion.

With just a few clicks, your Chromebook is securely
deleted, with all relevant system information
collected and collated in a systems report with
tamper-proof certification included. 

Device Link directly refurbishes MacBooks, halving
time spent on repetitive manual tasks. It increases

efficiency, quality, and security, while saving money
on labor and time.

Following Apple's security practices, Device Link
ensures safe MacBook resale. Compatible with

Apple silicon chips (M1, M2) and Intel chips (T1, T2),
it verifies activation locks and reinstalls MacOS.

Saves you from
distributing defective

products or devices with
personal information -

tamper-proof reporting for
every device processed.

Get a FREE trial and
demo today @

ziperase.com/demo
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